SECOND HAND LABELLING MACHINE

AUTOMATIC LABELLING MACHINE type ROLL FED YOM 2011

- Model: OPERA 200 RF 18T/SR S1/E1
- Mechanical velocity/max: 33,000 BPH for cylindrical size
  28,000 BPH for shaped size
► LABELLING STATION type ROLL FED for the application of:

- **WRAP-AROUND LABEL MADE OF PLASTIC (OPP) ON CYLINDRICAL SIZE**
  - Minimum length of the label: 200 mm
  - Maximum length of the label: 360 mm
  - Minimum height of the label: 50 mm
  - Maximum height of the label: 175 mm

- **LABEL OF PARTIAL BODY MADE OF PLASTIC (OPP) ON CYLINDRICAL SIZE**
  To be applied on cylindrical bottle format 1,5L and/or 2L
  - Minimum length of the label: 120 mm
  - Maximum length of the label: 140 mm

- **ON CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS FILLED WITH PLASTIC MATERIAL.**
  - Minimum diameter of the container: 60 mm
  - Maximum diameter of the container: 110 mm
  - Minimum height of the container: 150 mm
  - Maximum height of the container: 370 mm

► SUPPLY LIMITS

Basic machine equipped with suitable labelling equipment nr. 1 (one) format cylindrical PET bottle 2L with wraparound body label
**OPP 319X59H**.

INCLUDED:
- Twin-screw;
- Conditioner for the main electrical cabinet;
- Pneumatic system FESTO
- Engine SEW
- Transparent label presence control complete of ejection through pneumatic cylinder type "single-push"
- By-Pass system
- Reading photocell end reel tape
- Inverter for conveyor belt motor control output
- Screw Stop being
N.B. The size of the bottle / container and labels are currently unknown.

► ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

A) Equipment PET cylindrical bottle 1 L
   - Equipment additional wrap-around labels in OPP 285X45,5H.

   Equipment prices are subject to revision on receipt of drawings and sample bottles and labels
   In case of processing of same bottle or label formats, prices will be reduced.

► INCLUDED OPTIONAL:

- Pneumatic engines (Sacmi Patent) to make with labels heights less than 50mm to be installed under the coils support
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